Low Carbon Action Plan for Urban Freight

1. Technological change
   Enhance renewal towards a cleaner and more efficient fleet

2. Definition of urban freight transit
   Permeate logistics planning with sustainability principles
   Characterize and classify the cargo vehicle fleet

3. Infrastructure
   Optimize infrastructure use

4. Communication, pedagogy and co-responsibility
   Promote capacity building and stakeholder co-responsibility
Low Carbon Action Plan for Urban Freight

Challenges

- Define **budgets** for proposed actions
- Define **long-term goals** for projects that are in the structuring phase
- Define **impact goals** by logistics activities
- Prioritize long-term projects without **allocation of resources.**

Opportunities

- Application of **new tools** for emissions estimation
- Identification and **homogenization of projects** formulated in different public policies
- **Integration** of the local authorities with the private sector and associations
Thank you!

Contact:
cargabogota@movilidadbogota.gov.co